
SHORT DESC:

Introducing A Breakthrough Browsable Premium Lifetime Video Elements Library
Unlimited Access To 80,000+ Premium Stock Videos & Video Elements That Will Drastically
Increase Your Video Quality, Engagement & Conversions Online Library Organized Into 500+
Categories So You Can Find What You Need Quickly & Easily

FEATURE LIST - MAIN SELLING POINTS:
Huge Library of Video Elements
We designed The Stock Footage Club from the ground up to ensure that you can effortlessly
find the perfect video elements for all your personal and client video projects.

Full Commercial License
Our extended license allows you to use our elements in your client's projects. You can now use
our footage to elevate your client's videos, websites, social media plus loads more!

Top Notch Quality
All of our footage has been filmed by the industry's best videographers making sure that your
videos stand out from your competitors while looking extraordinary!

Unlimited Access & Downloads
You will never have to worry about any annoying credits, tedious renewal fees, irritating limits, or
expensive additional licensing fees! with unlimited access to The Stock Footage Club!

Works With All Tools
By delivering our elements in standard video formats, codecs, and resolutions, you can easily
import and edit our footage in your favorite software tools without a single hassle.

Pay Once - No Recurring Fees
Become a Stock Footage Club member today to secure unlimited access to our complete library
plus all future updates for just a single one-time investment.

Get Commercial Rights INCLUDED During This Special Offer
Join The Stock Footage Club For Just A One-Time Payment

SALES PITCH:
Without a doubt…

Video is the #1 Way to Captivate Your Audience and Sell Anything Online!



You may already know that VIDEO has UNLIMITED MARKETING potential!

Since humans are wired visually, we find videos more engaging, more memorable, and more
popular than any other type of content out there.

As a matter of fact, Cisco projected that videos will make up MORE THAN 82% of all consumer
Internet traffic in 2022 – that’s 15X higher than it was in 2017.

So it’s pretty obvious that videos are essential to your business, and to the business of anyone
who wants the attention of their audience.

Of course, it’s no secret. Most marketers are well aware of this fact, which is why videos are
only rising in popularity.

Yes, there is now a lot of competition… so you have a choice: ride the wave or get pummeled by
it!

If you’re not producing videos for business, you can bet that your competition is happily
capturing the attention of your market.

However The Problem Is...

Filming Your Own Video Footage Is Definitely Not Easy...

Option #1 - Film Your Own Footage
Yeah, sure... you could spend a minimum $5000 on a professional video camera, but even then
you could spend days, possibly even weeks trying to learn how to navigate the camera interface
and master it.

That's not even including the time you’ll need to actually plan and film your shots.

Hiring a so-called professional videographer is also a no-go zone. They charge hundreds of
dollars per hour of filming.

We’re talking about hundreds to THOUSANDS of dollars… and THEN the real pain starts when
you have to go back and request changes. You can end up going back and forth for days or
weeks trying to get the video you envisioned, leaving you mentally and financially drained.
Ouch! Let’s move on to the next option…

Finding Good Quality Stock Footage Online Is Possible..

Option #2 - Buy From Popular Sites
It’s less time consuming than filming your own footage.



But as you probably know it’s far more expensive...

It's no secret that large stock agencies charge a premium for their stock footage.

Sites like Shutterstock charge $79 for a single video clip.

The cost of stock footage even for just one project can add up real fast.

So... you KNOW you need high-quality videos to capture attention, gain trust, and boost
conversions…

BUT… videos are often too complicated to create on your own, and too expensive to buy!

So what’s the solution?

We've spent the last four years working directly with a team of experienced videographers and
experts to create the ultimate video elements library...

INTRODUCTION:
Introducing
The Stock Footage Club

The Ultimate Searchable and Browsable Online Library With 80,000+ Premium Video Elements

Stock Videos, Motion Backgrounds, Special Effects, Animated Elements Plus Loads More!

Just 3 Quick Easy Steps To Unlock The Secret To Never Paying For Stock Video Elements Ever
Again!

Browse Online Library
Simply browse through our comprehensive range of high-definition premium stock footage
videos and video elements through our easy to use online library.

Easy One Click Download
Now, simply click the “Download” icon and the video will start downloading straight away. No
nonsense… No problem… No sweat…

Create Amazing Videos
Simply drag and drop the video into your favorite video editor and be ready to create
professional videos that look like they were created in a top-studio!



PLACE DEMO VIDEO:

Watch The Video Below To Preview The Stock Footage Club In Action!

FEATURE LIST - EXTENDED:
Why Is The Stock Footage Club The Pioneer Video Elements Site?

Huge Library
Access to all 80,000+ video elements. There is definitely a stock media asset for all of you and
your client's projects.

Developers License
You get a free extended developers license. Use unlimited times in your personal and
commercial projects.

Use With All Video Apps
Our video elements are delivered in standard video formats and are compatible in all the top
video creation & editing tools.

High Quality Video Clips
Each of the video clips was shot and edited by expert videographers using high rated cameras
and tools.

One Time Payment
During our special founders discount, you can claim access to The Stock Footage Club for a
small one time investment.

Use Anywhere Online
You can use our stock videos in any project anywhere online. You can also use our footage for
offline videos/commercials.

24/7 Unlimited Access
Lifetime access with 24/7 unlimited access. Not only do you have unlimited access but also
unlimited downloads.

Online Searchable Library
We have a well developed database where you can search and find any video for both personal
and commercial projects.

Range Of Diverse Niches



Our stock videos are organized in over 150 diverse niches and categories. There is definitely a
clip for any project.

Weekly Updates
We will be adding brand-new video elements to The Stock Footage Club each and every week.

Unlimited Downloads
Forgot about credits. The Stock Footage Club offers you unlimited downloads and use in
unlimited projects.

Dedicated Support Team
Our support team will do everything in our power to resolve your issue as quickly as possible.

No Extra Charges
There are no monthly or annual contracts, no upsells and no hidden or extra charges.

Special Bonuses Included
You also get access to our special bonuses today through our founders discount special.

Secure Payment
100% Secure & Safe Payments - Protected with SSL Encryption - Includes 30-Day Money Back
Guarantee

Complete Online Library
The Stock Footage Club is the ultimate online library where you can easily search, browse, filter
and access over 80,000+ stock footage videos and other various video elements.

Organized Library
Our entire library has been distributed into over 500+ organized categories so you can locate
and easily find what you need within a blink of time.

Works With Top Software
All files are delivered in standard versatile video file formats making sure that you can
seamlessly import them into your favorite video creation software.

Filtering Options
Our library has inbuilt advanced filtering options, so you easily pinpoint and narrow down search
and category results. You can easily filter by file category, file type, definition, and loads more
with our intuitive filtering options.

Fresh New Updates
Once you join The Stock Footage Club, you will receive brand new exclusive mesmerizing video
elements in a wide range of diverse niches automatically delivered inside the members portal



every single week. Never be limited to using the same old 'me-too' assets, Stock Footage Club
members will always be on the leading edge of video marketing.

Very Affordable
Premium stock videos and elements in today's market can easily cost over $100 for just a single
file. The Stock Footage Club gives you unlimited access and downloads to tens of thousands of
video elements for a low affordable investment.

Commercial License
All elements inside The Stock Footage Club are suitable to be used in commercial and
client-based projects. Create and sell video creation services to your clients and charge extra by
using our premium video elements.

Attribution Free
Every video inside The Stock Footage Club library is copyright free licensed for commercial use,
without the need to credit us or our videographers. Never worry about crediting the creator
which devalues your brand and message.

Previewing Is A Breeze
The Stock Footage Club is fully previewable allowing you to preview all video elements on the
spot without the need to download the file first. You can effortlessly tell if the product is a good fit
for your project or not in just a jiffy.

Access Anytime
At any moment you can log into The Stock Footage Club from any device and browse through
our elegant library of stunning video elements sorted into a range of diverse niches, click the
download button, and be ready to create draw-dropping videos using our professional video
elements in mere minutes.

Premium Assets
Unlike other platforms that embed free sites API's, which is against their terms of use, all
contents inside The Stock Footage Club are premium and sell on sites such as Shutterstock for
upwards of $249 for a single clip. You need premium elements not rebranded versions of free
sites.

Well Maintained Product
We are not here for the short game. We’ve released hundreds of website updates and library
updates. Our users have downloaded over 500,000+ video elements from our library. Your
customers will be in safe hands when you decide to invest in The Stock Footage Club.

COMPARE TO ALTERNATIVES:
Finally Forget Paying $100 For A Single Stock Video… Today You Get Them For Less Then
$0.0003 Each!



Most royalty free video sites restrict your usage to personal use only and you will need to pay
quite a fortune for an extended license so you can use the video for your client’s project.

But today, we are giving you a chance to get access to 70,000+ high quality stock videos and
video elements categorized in 500+ categories and subcategories for you to use as you like, as
much as you like, wherever you like for an atomic fraction of the cost!

How Does The Stock Footage Club Compare?
Forget the price tag you get charged at the usual websites for regular stock videos.

The Stock Footage Club contains unique, beautiful videos that won’t break the bank.

iStock - Charges Anywhere From $90 to $99 Per Month or $180 Per Video!

Shutterstock - Charges Anywhere From $29 to $199 Per Month or $200 Per Video!

123RF - Charges Anywhere From $59 to $159 Per Month or $100 Per Video!

WHO IS IT FOR:
From video editors and video marketers through to YouTube vloggers, The Stock Footage Club
has something for everyone.

This is a library of video elements that you will be using on your projects for the foreseeable
future…

Explode Your Traffic & Sales by Creating All Kinds of Videos Using The Stock Footage Club…
Sales Videos
Explainer Videos
Special Offer Videos
YouTube Vlogging
Web Videos
Promotional Intros
Corporate Videos
Lead Videos
Product Demos
Affiliate Review Videos
Facebook Ads Videos
Real Estate Videos
Video Intros



Video Outros
Call To Action Videos
Tutorial Videos

And So Much More...

You’re Only Limited By Your Own Imagination!

SPECIAL BONUSES:
Plus Only During This Special Founders Offer...

FREE Commercial Rights Included

Use Our Video Elements In Your Projects And Keep 100% Of The Profits!

As a customer appreciation special when you invest into The Stock Footage Club today, we’ll
give you the commercial developer license absolutely free.

This commercial license usually would have been only available through an additional upgrade
of $67.

However, during this special launch period, you can get this license completely FREE without
any additional payments or royalties FOREVER!

You Don't Just Get Access To Just Stock Videos, You'll Also Get Access To All Of Our Bonus
Libraries

Special Bonus Library #1 - Animated Animals Club
Jazz up your video and web creations with high quality cartoon animals.

The Animated Animals Club features over 1,000+ unique animated animals. These animals are
perfect for any explainer video project!

Valued at $97

Special Bonus Library #2 - Animated Backgrounds Club
This is a PERFECT bonus library if you are planning to create animated explainer videos. We
have hundreds of professional and premium quality animated backgrounds you can use in
combination with our other animated assets to create studio-quality explainer videos in just
minutes!

Valued at $97



Special Bonus Library #3 - Animated Characters Club
With Animated Characters Club, you get thousands of elegantly and professionally animated
characters in a wide variety of professions and expressions to use in your multimedia projects.

Say goodbye to boring presentations and lifeless videos for good!

Valued at $97

Special Bonus Library #4 - Motion Backgrounds Club

This bonus includes a massive collection of 5000+ high quality alluring motion backgrounds that
you can use inside your video projects.

We've organized our motion backgrounds into over 100+ categories making sure that you can
find the right background for your video project.

Valued at $97

Founders Bonus Library #5 - Special Effects Club
The Special Effects Club features a huge collection of effect videos that will make an instant
bold effect in any of your projects. Use them to make a strong attention and unforgettable
statement in your videos, presentations and any projects.

Valued at $97

Founders Bonus Library #6 - Video Backdrops Club

Take Your Spokesperson & Green Screen Videos To The Next Level!

With THIS library we give you backdrops with real indoor environments like: living room, office,
reception desk, etc.. So that you can put yourself, or any other green screen spokesperson, into
an environment that your video viewers can relate to.

Valued at $97

Special Bonus Library #7 - Green Screen Actors
These Greens Screen Videos are the perfect way to add emotion, excitement and hype to your
video content...Making it more attention grabbing, relatable to the viewer and appear more
professional / legitimate (like a TV Ad). Real people displaying real emotions and actions make
a BIG impact!

Valued at $97

Special Bonus Library #8 - The Sound Effects Club



These crisp, clear sound effects will enhance any video so you create and set the right tone for
your presentation.

Every instrumental loop, sound effect, mood, genre, bumper, and stinger were created in a
professional studio with one main focus... QUALITY.

Valued at $67

Plus Even More Bonus Libraries!

Special Bonus Library #9 - Animated Icons 
Special Bonus Library #10 - Cinemagraphs
Special Bonus Library #11 - Green Screen Elements
Special Bonus Library #12 - Green Screen Backdrops
Special Bonus Library #13 - PowerPoint Templates
Special Bonus Library #14 - Virtual Studios
Special Bonus Library #15 - Whiteboard Graphics
Special Bonus Library #16 - Local Spokesperson
Special Bonus Library #17 - After Effects Templates
Special Bonus Library #18 - Green Screen Actors
Special Bonus Library #19 - Comic Graphics
Special Bonus Library #20 - Stock Music Tracks

But Wait, You Get Even More!

Additional Founders Bonus #1 - The Green Screen Club
The Green Screen Club is a ten in one mega bundle green screen video resources and training
bundle.

Inside this bundle, you will receive access to professional green screen stock videos plus
detailed training courses on how to set up a home video studio on a budget to start producing
your own high quality chroma-key spokesperson videos.  

Valued at $29

Additional Founders Bonus #2 - Drone Footage Ace

The Drone Footage Ace Bundle is a three in one bundle that includes professional drone aerial
stock footage videos that you can use to instantly make your video projects stand out from the
crowd.

Valued at $27



Additional Founders Bonus #3 - Stock Footage Club Academy
The Stock Footage Club Academy is a detailed video training course bundle on how to utilize
our stock footage videos in your marketing and how to improve your video quality.

We have hundreds of training videos perfect from beginners to advanced that show you
cutting-edge tips on utilizing videos and graphic design in your business.

Valued at $47

CHECKOUT LIST:
Secure Access To The Stock Footage Club TODAY & NEVER Pay For Stock Video Elements
Again!

The Stock Footage Club  - Commercial Usage License

Pay Once For Unlimited Access & Downloads
Online Cloud-Based Searchable Library
80,000+ Premium Video Elements
New Video Elements Added Weekly
24/7 Unlimited Access
Unlimited Download Access
One-Time Discounted Payment
Compatible With Top Video Creation Tools
100% Royalty-Free
Commercial Use License
Use For Your Own Projects or Clients Projects
No Hidden Or Extra Charges
VIP Customer Support
Access To All Bonus Libraries + Updates
Additional Free Bonuses Included
Regular Price: $99

PLUS All Future Updates & Modules!
We're Working Behind The Scenes On Dozens Of New Modules!

The Stock Footage Club - Here Now And In The Future
We originally released the first version of The Stock Footage Club In 2017 with only 500 stock
videos.



We’re 100% committed to continuously supporting, updating and improving The Stock Footage
Club behind the scenes with brand new content every single week.

As a founder member you will receive all of our future updates completely free of charge.

And don’t forget, you’ll get detailed training videos and 24-7 customer support if you ever have a
question or issue.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

Is The Stock Footage Club A Onetime Payment?
Yes!

Unlike traditional stock footage sites that charge on a per-video basis or offer expensive
auto-renewing memberships, The Stock Footage Club is a one-time single payment. You pay
once for unlimited access to our complete library.

How Many Files Can I Download Per Day?
You can download unlimited files per day.

Please note: You can not use any manual or automated software, devices or other processes to
download files from our website. This includes spiders, robots, scrapers, crawlers, etc. Our
system will restrict your account if you abuse our website.

How Often Are You Updating The Library?
We will be regularly updating our library with new stock video footage and other various video
elements. As a founding member, you will receive access to all future files for free.

Can I Download Files From All Categories?
Yes! You will receive unlimited access and downloads to our whole library including all future
updates. (Only available to commercial license owners only)

Do You Offer A Free Trial?
Since Stock Footage Club is a one-time payment with unlimited downloads we do not offer a
free trial. Free trials are usually available for recurring memberships. You can browse through
our entire library here without any purchase.

Does It Work Offline?
To access the main Stock Footage Club membership library, you will be required to be
connected to the internet to browse our library.

Once you have downloaded the stock footage to your computer's hard-drive, you will be able to
use the video file without a connection to the internet.



Does It Work On iPad And Mobile?
Yes, with our latest website interface update, it is fully compatible on tablets and mobile devices.
You will be able to browse the library, download files and then import these files into your
favourite video editing apps.

What Video Resolution Do You Provide?
All of our video elements are delivered in HD resolution.

A very large majority of the video elements and stock videos are delivered in 1080p. (1920
pixels x 1080 pixels)

Some of our newer stock footage videos and video elements are delivered in 4k resolution.

All video clips can be scaled and resized in a majority of top video editing applications or using
free online software.

What File Types Do You Provide?
All video elements and stock videos are formatted in standard video formats that are importable
in 99% of video editing applications and software.

Around half of our stock footage videos are formatted in MP4 format. The other half of stock
videos are formatted in MOV format.

The Motion Backgrounds and Special Effects libraries are delivered in MP4 format.

Our other video elements come in multiple versatile file formats such as:

MOV
MP4
SWF
FLV
GIF
PNG

If your software application does not support these standard formats you can use a free online
video converting the app to convert the file to the format of your choice.

What Are The File Sizes Of Your Elements?
A majority of our video elements are under 100 megabytes in size.

We have the option for you to filter by file-size while browsing our library.

The file size is dependant on the individual video element.



Are The Elements Compatible Inside My Software?
A majority of video editors and creation tools will support our video elements and stock footage
videos.

Our stock videos are formatted in standard .mp4 and .mov video formats.

Please refer to your software’s user manual to confirm if they support importing these file
formats.

To remove the background from our green screen elements your editor must support chroma
key background removal.

Please note that The Stock Footage Club does not provide a video creator/editor – we offer a
library of video elements that you can use in conjunction with your favorite video editing
software.

Do The Videos Have Background Audio?
No. A majority of our stock videos do not have background sounds. If they do, we will usually
mute them as they are mostly distorted and low quality.

You can use our professionally recorded sound effects from the Sound Effects Club included in
your purchase to spice up your stock videos.

(Example: Use the wave sound effect on top of a stock video of a beach with waves)

Can I Preview The Library Before I Purchase?
You can preview our library before purchasing by here:
https://www.thestockfootageclub.com/

While previewing the library you will not be able to download any files. Once you purchase the
founder’s special you will receive login details to log in and download files from the library.

What Does Your License Allow?
Our license allows you to use our stock video footage and other video elements inside your own
personal and commercial projects and also projects that you are working on for your client/s.

Our only restriction is that you cannot redistribute or resell the videos as stock footage videos in
any way.

You can use these videos in your own work and you include these videos into a bigger project
for clients. A couple of examples include a video carousel on a webpage or a sales video for a
client. Another example would be if you created video intros or outros using our backgrounds –
you would be able to sell those.

https://www.thestockfootageclub.com/


By purchasing and access the service you must agree to or license terms

You can read the full license details here.
https://www.thestockfootageclub.com/license/

Can I Use A Video In Different Media Formats?
Yes, you can use the videos in any media format … websites, videos, webinars, live-streaming
videos, social media sites, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, on Powerpoint and Keynote
presentation slides, etc.

You can use each video as many times as you wish and in as many formats as you wish …
without additional charge.

If you are unsure about any proposed usage, please contact our helpdesk and we will clarify the
situation.

Can I Use Your Elements In My Client's Projects?
Yes, the license agreement provides commercial usage which allows you to use the videos in
works that you create for clients.

If you are unsure about any proposed usage, please contact our helpdesk, and we will clarify
the situation.

Do I Have To Attribute When I Use Your Footage?
All our videos are provided on a non-attribution basis, so there is no necessity to link back to our
site.

https://www.thestockfootageclub.com/license/

